Job Opening: Journeyman Lineman

Open date: 7/11/2024

The purpose of this position is to ensure electric power to the city. This is accomplished by maintaining power lines underground and above ground, repairing lines and poles, fixing transformers, and replacing parts as needed. Other duties include providing supervision to crews on occasion, and operating heavy equipment. Builds electrical distribution systems by operating bucket and digger trucks safely; digging holes to lay underground lines and wires; setting new poles and anchors; setting up and hanging transformers and mounts; installing other electrical components such as cutouts, arrestors, insulators, cable splices, and cable terminators; and testing all components to ensure proper functioning.

Maintains electric systems by repairing damaged parts, including lines, wires, and transformers; replacing broken transformers and rotten poles; reviewing customer lines service complaints; testing parts and equipment; inspecting all components and equipment; reporting problems to supervisors; and keeping work areas clean and safe.

******Experience, Certification and Other Requirements******

Over three years of experience in high voltage electrical field preferred. Valid Texas Driver’s License required with a good driving record and Texas Commercial Driver’s License obtained within One (1) year of employment.